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1. INTRODUCTION 
It is well known that every central division algebra of degree two or three 
is a cyclic algebra, and that every algebra of degree four is a crossed product. 
It is also known that there exist noncyclic algebras of degree four. Very little 
is known about algebras of degree n > 4. 
The principal question in the theory of associative division algebras is 
then the question of the existence of algebras which are not crossed products. 
It is thus natural to discuss algebras of prime degree p, a case where every 
crossed product is cyclic. 
We shall address ourselves here to a study of the nature of division algebras 
a of prime degree p over a field 5 of characteristic p, and shall limit our 
discussion to the case where there exists a quadratic extension A of 5 such that the 
extension 3, = 33 x R is a cyclic algebra. We are thus studying cyclic algebras 
a,=-fi-Jjrs+ .=* + $y!-l, where $j is the cyclic field such that 8 = R(x) 
for xP - x = a in R, and ySx z (x + l)y, ySP = g in St. If 9, = a x 53 
then it is easy to see that 3 is cyclic if either $j is normal over A or if the 
field R’ = R(gl’p,gQ) does not have degree p2 over R. We consider the 
case where .$J is not normal and R’ does have degree p2 over St, so that R’ is 
isomorphic over R to the polynomial ring R,, = S[y, y’], where yp = gg and 
y’p = (g(g)-‘. Define the derivations D and D’ of RO by (ay4’j)D = c#y’j, 
and (ayiy’j)D’ = ay”jjt’j for (L! in R. We also define a conjugate operation 
4 -$* of fi,, by (~~y”y’j)* = Gy”(y’)-j for OL in 53. Then we shall show that 
Q, = ZIJ x R for a central division algebra ~9 over 5 if and only if there 
exists a canonical generator x of $J over R such that xp - x = a = (0 + O’)p 
for 0 = Crii CyL: B&y’j and 8’ = CFIi CT--,’ O,l,yi(y’)i, where BD = B’D, 
O* = -0, O’* = 8’. These last conditions are consistent and define a wide 
class of algebras which may contain noncyclic algebras. A machinery for 
* The research of this paper was supported, in part, by a National Science 
Foundation grant. 
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testing one of these algebras for cyclicity is given and some of the steps in 
the applications of this machinery are taken. However, the computations 
required are still being studied and it may be some time before the cyclicity 
of even the special case given here is determined for the simplest case, 
where p = 5. 
2. A NON-ABELIAN NORMAL FIELD 
Let 5 be an arbitrary field of characteristic p, p be a nonsquare element of 
5, ua = p so that R = S(U) is a quadratic extension of 3. Then R has an 
automorphism of period two over 3 called its conjugate operation and 
defined by 
b=y+Sud=y-8u (Y, 6 in 8). (1) 
We now consider a cyclic field .sj of degreep over R. It is well known that 
every such 5 has a canonical generator x such that 
x*=x+a , (2) 
where a is in A. Then the automorphism group of $ over R is generated by 
an automorphism 5’ such that xS = x + 1. Moreover, every canonical 
generator of f, over R has the form x’ = k(x + h) for a nonzero integer k 
and for h in R, where then x’p = kP(xa + hp) = k(x + a + &‘) = 
k(x+h+a+P-A). Th us every canonical generator of $ satisfies an 
equation of the form (x’)” = x’ + a’ with 
u’ = k(a + A* - A). (3) 
We now proceed to discuss the possible structure of $5 over the field 5. 
It is, of course, possible that f, = &, x R where 5, = g(x) is cyclic of 
degree p over 5. This occurs if and only if $ has a canonical generator x’ 
such that the corresponding element a’ is in 3. When 5 does not have that 
structure, Jj can still be normal but not cyclic over 5. In this second case 5 
has a canonical generator with 6’ = --a’. We shall assume henceforth that 5 
is not normal over 3, and thus that 6 has no canonicalgenerator x such that 
a = d or a = -8. It is evident that this needs to be verified only for the 
value k = 1 in our formula (3). 
Let us embed $ in a normal field 
2 = .f@) = qx, 2) = 5(x, R) (4) 
of degree 2pa over 3 and consequently of degree p2 over R. Then L! is the 
direct product 
-(3=5x5, 5 = R(f), &p - f Z a; nT=z+l. (5) 
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The field f5 is cyclic of degree p over R, T is an automorphism of I! over 3 
inducing the generating automorphism h -+ ET of 5 over R, and .sj is actually 
the fixed field of L! under T. 
The normal field B over 3 is the root field of the separable polynomial 
f(h) = (P - h - a)(P - x - q, (6) 
a polynomial of degree 2p with coefficients in 5 and roots x + i, % + j for 
i,j=O,l ,. ., p - 1. The automorphism group 6, of L! over 5, is generated 
by three automorphisms S, T, and J over 3. These automorphisms are induced 
by the relations 
xs=x+1, as=a, US =u, aT =$+ 1, XT = x, 
UT = u, u] = -u, xJ = f, 3J = x. (7) 
Then a set of defining relations for 6 are the relations 
SP=Tp= ]2=I, ST = TS, JT = SJ. (8) 
Evidently (S J)” = ST, and so 6 is generated by S and J. 
We now define two subfields of 2. The first is the field 
5 = iw, z = 3(x + n>, zp = z + g(a + a). 
This field is cyclic of degree p over 5. Indeed, if 
U==ST, V = ST-I, 
(9) 
(10) 
then 5 is the fixed field of L! under the subgroup of 6 generated by V and J. 
For clearly 
Ju = UJ, JV = v-1J (11) 
and zV = ZJ = z. The group generated by J and V is a normal subgroup 
of 8 since 6 is generated by U, V and J, and UVW1 = V, UJUel = J. 
But ZU = z + 1, so that z is not in 3, and thus the field 3, of degree p 
over 3, is s(z). 
We also define a subfield 
so that 
93 = S(w) = R(w), w = 4(x - a), (12) 
wp=w+Q(a-cd), wlJ=w, WJ = -w, wv=w+1. (13) 
This field is cyclic of degree p over R, but is not cyclic over 5. 
We now pass to the study of a certain class of associative division algebras 
of degree p over 3 of characteristic p. 
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3. DIVISION ALGEBRAS OF PRIME DEGREE 
Consider a division algebra D of prime degree p over its center 5 of 
characteristic p. We make the fundamental assumption that there exists a 
quadratic extension R of 5 such that the scalar extension 
a,=Tlxx=T& (14) 
is cyclic over R. Then 3, must contain a subfield 5 = s(x) = R(x) defined 
as in (2). If $ is the cyclic field sj, x si, where HI is cyclic over F, the algebra 
a is trivially a cyclic algebra over 3. For $Q must split D. If $ is normal but 
not cyclic over 5 then we have shown elsewhere1 that D is cyclic over 5. 
We shall therefore assume henceforth that .+j is not normal over 5. Then we 
shall embed 5 in the normal field B over 5 with the properties described in 
Section 2. Let us repeat that our assumption on 5 is equivalent to the 
hypothesis that the function 
a(a) = a + 01~ - 01 # a(or), -a(LY), (15) 
for any 01 of R. This latter condition is easily seen to be equivalent to the 
irreducibility over R of each of the polynomials XP - h - (a + 6) and 
As -A -(a - 5). 
We shall now observe some consequences of our definitions and shall 
introduce some notations. We observe first that DR is the cyclic algebra 
9, = 3, = (5, S,g) = (35,~~ ,g> = B + 5ys + --* + By;-,-‘, (16) 
defined by the relations 
YSX = (x + l)Ys 9 ysp=g (g#OinW, (17) 
where we will find it convenient to use the new notation (5, ys, g) to indicate 
the element ys of (17). As is well known, D,, is a divsion algebra if and only 
if g # N,(h) for any h in R, where the norm N,(h) is defined by 
N,(h) = h(hS) *.. (hP-l). (18) 
The algebra 9 x R = DR is a subalgebra of the direct product 
32 xm2, (19) 
where %R, is the full matric algebra of degree two over 3 and we may write 
9x2 = R + Rv, vu = -WV, 02 = 1. (20) 
‘See the author’s On associative division algebras of prime degree. Proc. Am. 
Math. Sot. 16 (1965), 799-802. 
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VYSV -1 = yg, y;(vm-l) = v(y~x)v-l = v[(x + l)y&+ 
= (v&+ + l)yT’, y: = (vySv-i)p = vgv-l = g. (21) 
It follows that D x R = DR is isomorphic over St to the algebra 
in which $5 = R(S) is isomorphic over R to st(v~+), and 
fs=R+a 9 YTJi’ = (2 + l)YT, yr” = g. (24) 
Observe that the element yT in (23) and (24) is not the element vysv-’ = yr’ 
of the algebra I)s , and part of our problem is that we are unable to write 
explicit formulas for vxv-1 and vysv-I. 
We now begin a study of the algebra 
%=~xxxx~=wxmgz,xw,, (25) 
where we are using the notation %J$ for the t-rowed full matrix algebra 
(over 5). It is, of course, well known that 
DxD=3)2xmp, (26) 
for a central division algebra 0s of degree p over 3. This algebra contains the 
subalgebra 
9 =a x a x R = DR x Q-t = (B,ys,g) x (B,YT,l9, (27) 
over R, where (22)-(24), (16), and (17) all hold and the condition 
g # NT(i) = @iT) 1’. (m-1) (28) 
holds for any l of E;. The center of 8 is clearly R, and the theory of cyclic 
algebras implies that 
99 x 38 = (5,,Yos~g2) x (BO,YOT, 11, (29) 
where (5, , y,,r , 1) is isomorphic over R to !I$ , 5, is isomorphic over R to B, 
5, is isomorphic over St to 5. Thus 
Q2 e4 0.50 > yes , g2). (30) 
However, every automorphism over si of two simple subalgebras of a central 
simple algebra %? over a can be extended to an inner automorphism over R 
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of 8. Since &., is isomorphic over R to 5, and &, is isomorphic over R to 5, 
the direct product &,, x fi, is isomorphic over SI to B = 5 x 5. Thus we 
can take sj, = 4j, f;, = $j and we have derived a result which we state as 
follows. 
LEMMA 1. Let 8 = 2) x 32 x A so that, since 3~ = (&,S,g) and 
(5, T, 2) are isomorphic over R, we can take 
23 = c5,Ys ,g) x (fiYT,.f). (31) 
The?l 
93 = (B, ys*, g”) x (5, YT*, l>, 
for the samefieldti = $j x $? in (31) and (32). 
(32) 
The result of Lemma 1 implies some properties of norms of certain 
elements in D. However, these results do not seem to lead to the main result 
of this paper and will not be given here. 
4. EXPRESSION OF 2l AS A CROSSED PRODUCT 
The algebra 8 = ZQ x Y.Ruz, x %Ra is a central simple algebra of degree 2p2 
over 5 and it contains 8 = (a, ys , g) x (5, yT, g). Thus I! is a maximal 
normal subfield of 8, and so ?I is a crossedproduct over 3. Then 
2l = 23 + bv, (33) 
where (20) holds. We now propose to complete the details of the expression 
of 21 as a crossed product. 
Define an algebra 
Ir, = 23 +By.r, (34) 
where 
YJX = -fYJ , YLYS = YTYJ 9 YJ" = 1, (35) 
for the elements ys and yr of B = (5, ys , g) x (5, yr , g), where $Y = R(x) 
and 45 = R(g). The elements of 23 are all finite sums of products MM’ of 
elements M = CF6-,’ hiysi of (9, ys , g) and elements M’ = Cyit &‘y# of 
( -5, Y T ,A?. The mappings 
3-l 
M + MJ = c (hiJlrz-i, 
i-0 
M’ + M’J = ” h,‘rsj, 
j-0 
(36) 
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defined by hj’ = E;], induces the automorphism J over 5 of 23 which is 
defined by 
This automorphism evidently induces the automorphism J over 3 of the 
field L3. It should also be obvious, from (37), that if N is any element of B, 
then NJ2 = N, so that I2 is the identity automorphism of 93 over 5. 
We now define products in ‘u, by 
(4 +N~YJ)(Nz + &YJ) = C&N2 + WNJ)I + [%N, + N~(N~J)JYJ, 
(38) 
for all Nr , N, , N, , N4 in !ZS, and see that aI, is an algebra over 5 and contains 
8. It is trivial to verify that (11, is associative and has dimension 2p2 over 5. 
But %,, contains 23 = 9 x m, x R, and so %,, = 3 x %Rm, x L1 where a is 
a quaternion algebra. Evidently the subalgebra R + RyJ of Yls is isomorphic 
over 3 to mm, , and so Q must split, Q is isomorphic to !LR2 . Thus ‘u, = 
D x !I$ x 1111, is isomorphic to ‘u, and our proof is complete. We state this 
result as follows. 
THEOREM 1. LetU=b+t3yJ,where93=((b,ys,g) x($,yT,g)and 
yr2 = 1, YJYS = YTYJ , YJX = ZYJ . Then X is u crossed product OV@ 5 with L! 
as maximal subfield, ‘u = D x ‘9&, x !JJI, . 
We observe that the problem of extracting the factor 53 of ‘u is quite another 
and exceedingly difficult problem. We shall pass on now to consider a 
property of p-algebras. 
5. A PROPERTY OF ~-ALGEBRAS OF DEGREE p 
Consider a cyclic algebra % of degree p over a field St. We have seen that 
we can write 
~=(a,y,y)=(I.+~y+*-+~yy”-l, 
where a = R(c) for a canonical generator c such that 
(39) 
cp = c + a, YC = (c + llY, Y" = Y, (40) 
for (Y and y # 0 in R. The arbitrary element of % has the formf = Cyz fir” 
for fi in (E, and fy - yf = C (fi - f,S)yi = 0 if and only if every fi = f$, 
every fi is in R, f is in the ring R[y]. 
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Let us now suppose that c, is in % and is such that yc, = (cI + 1)y. Then 
yc,gy-1 = cIp + 1 and so y(crp - cr)y-l = C,P - cr . Thus clr - c, is in 
R[c,] and in R[y]. The intersection of these two commutative subalgebras 
of dimension p over R is fi, and c, generates a separable algebra which is 
either a cyclic field with c, as canonical generator or has a canonical generator 
c, such that cap = c, . We seek to find the elements c, and the elements 
lx1 = cl* - Cl . 
We first see that, if ycy-1 = c + 1, and yciy-l = cr + 1 then 
y(c - c,)y-l = c - c, . Thus c, - c is in R[y], and we may write 
Cl = c -4, 4 =4(r) =do +5&r + -** +$P-lYP-l ($i in K). (41) 
Then (40) implies that 
(bc=c++W (42) 
where D is given by 
$0 = &JJ + L&&y2 + 1.. + i$iyi + a** + @ - I)&&‘-‘. (43) 
The mapping 4 -+ 40 is then a deribation of the polynomiczl ring R[y], such 
that yD = y. We define Dp, for every integer EL, by the inductive formula 
$Dp+l = (q5Dp)D, and see that 
Nathan Jacobson2 has derived the following result. Write c, = c - C$ as 
in (41) for any 4 in R[y]. Then it has been shown that 
Cl’ = E - V,(4), 
where 
VP(+) = 4” + +DP-1. 
But then crp = c + OL - (4” + $D*l), and we have the property 
(45) 
(46) 
Cl p=cl+q, 011=01-(p-~40). (47) 
Evidently ycr = (cr + 1)y and it follows that 
where oZ, = R[c,] = R[c - qS] for every C$ in st[y]. 
‘p-Algebras of exponent p. Bulk Am. Math. Sot. 43 (1937), 667-670. 
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When R[y] is not a field the algebra (6, y, r) is a full matrix algebra. 
When R[y] = R(y) is a field it is known that (K, y, y) is a full matrix algebra 
if and only if (E, y, y) is isomorphic to (C& , y, y), where 0~~ = 0 in (47). We 
state this result as follows. 
LEMMA 2. Let R(y) be a jield. Then ((5, y, y) is isomorphic to (Cl ,y, y) 
for (5, = R[c,] where cl = c - #I, 4 is any element of R[y] and thus 
c14’ - Cl = a1 = 01 - (P - $0) = 01 - [gb?y’ + (do” -o,,] (49) 
for c$,, ..., &,-1 in R. Then (C, y, y) is a division algebra if and only if the 
equation OL =+* -c$,, does not hold for any &, ,...,c&-~ insi. 
The condition in (49) is clearly simpler than the general condition which 
states that (C&y, y) is a division algebra if and only if y # N(c) for any K 
in E;, as the norm form is considerably more complicated than the expression 
lp” - 40 of (49). 
6. APPLICATION OF THE JACOBSON FORMULA 
We will now obtain the basic result of this paper. We consider the algebra 
3, = (a,y,gg) = 8 + -5Y + ..’ + 5Y*-l 
over R, where 
5 = R(x), x* = x + e, yx = (x + l), y” = gg, 
for a and g in R. We also let 
8’ = R(d), (a?)* = x’ + a’, 
so that $ and $’ are isomorphic over RR, and define an algebra 
B), = ($j’, y’, g/g) = 5’ + S’Y’ + -‘* + 8’(Y’)*-1, 
where 
y’x’ = (x’ + l)y’, y” = g(f)-‘. 
We then form the direct product 
23, = a, x D, . 
(50) 
(51) 
(52) 
(53) 
(54) 
(55) 
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By the theory of cyclic algebras we have 
%l = (51, Y, ii??> x w, Y’gk) = (ix Y”, g”> x (S’, Y’““, 1). (56) 
Indeed (a’, y’“, 1) = !&, x A and so 
9, = c!kY"tg2) x (50 ?Y’,daY (57) 
where 
jjj, = R[x - x’], (x - x’)P = x - x’, y” = yy’, (58) 
and ($5,, , y‘, g/g) has already b een seen to be a total matrix algebra. We thus 
see that, since ($5, y”, g2) g DK2, we have 
8,=D1 x D,r%J& x D*2z93. (59) 
We may thus take B = 8, and have shown that Dr x 3>, can be embedded 
in the algebra % = 8 + By, of (34) and (35). Let us now define 
YrYY.7 = Yl , 
where 
YJY’YJ = Yl’, YPYJ= Xl, Y.&Y., = xl', (60) 
Xl p=x,+a;xp= x1’ + a; ylxl = (Xl + l)r, , Yl’Xl’ = (Xl’ 4 llY,‘- (61) 
We also know that 
x,x,’ - x,‘x, = xgl’ - Yl’Xl = Xl’Yl -YGl =ylY1’ -Y1’Y1 = 0, (62) 
and that 
YIP = g&T, Yl” = g(P). (63) 
We now have the following result. 
LEMMA 3. If the field B(gllP,gllp) does not have degree p2 wer R the 
a&ebra TD is q&c wer F. 
For D is a division algebra and so R(y) must be a field of degreep over R. 
Then Rr = &(gllp) has degree p over R, and R&?/r’) either has degree p 
over Rr or degree one over Rr . In the former case R(gllp, fl/p) = S&(grlp) 
has degree p2 over R. In the latter case gllP is in R, , Szr contains (g#/“. If 
(gg)l/p is not in 3 it is not in Rand so St, 2 B((g#)ll”) which has degreep over R, 
R, = R((gg)l/P). But thengllp is in R((gg)‘/“), R((gg)l/P) splits Da, s((gg)rl*) 
splits ID, and so D is cyclic over 5. Otherwise (g#/* = l in 5, g = @g-l, 
g(g)-1 = E-Pg2, 6 =g@)-1 +&y-l = c-9(g2 +f2) = c-9g2 + e9c2 is in 3, 
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81/P = l -l(gl/P)2 + e(g l/P )- 2 is not in 3, R(ZNp) has degree p over R, 
R(Sl/p) = R(gl/P) splits Da , I;i(M’) splits 3, and 3 is cyclic. This completes 
our proof. 
As a consequence of Lemma 3 we have the follwing necessary condition. 
LEMMA 4. Suppose that D is not cyclic. Then R[y, y’] is a field. 
For R[y, y’] = R[yy’, y(y’)-I]’ = g2, and R((g2)l/P, (g”)l’“) = R&/P, gl/P) 
is a field of degree p2 over R. Then the ring R[y, y’], of dimension p2 over R, 
is isomorphic over R to R(gl/p, jl/p), and our proof is complete. 
We now return to the algebra B = Da x %a . This is a simple algebra 
over its center R and contains the algebra R[y, y’]. We assume henceforth 
that R[y, y’] satisfies the necessary condition of Lemma 4, that is, R(y, y’) 
is a field. But clearly the mapping y --fyi , y’ -+ yll induces an isomorphism 
of the ring R[y, y’] onto R[y, , (yi’)-I]. Since R[y, y’] is a field it is a simple 
algebra and our isomorphism induces an (inner) automorphism of b over R. 
Thus there exists a regular element d of 93 such that 
dy,d-l = y, dy,‘d-l = (y’)-l, (64) 
that is, such that 
@y,ly(dy,Y = Y 3 (dy~lr’(drr)-l = (Y’Y- (65) 
It follows that 
(4,)2y - y(dyJ)’ = (drJ)2r’ - y’(dy,)2 =0. (66) 
By our construction of X we know that (dy,)2 is in 8 and commutes with all 
elements of the maximal subfield R(y, y’) of 8. It follows that 
(dyJ)2 = e = e&y') (67) 
is in the field R(y, y’). Then 
[(dy,)7p = [(dy,)212 = ep = CJ (68) 
is in si. Since (dy )pA(dyJ)-p = A, f or every X of R, the element a = (dy,)2* 
commutes with (dy,)” and must be in 5. 
Let U = 9 x D x %X2 , so that ‘u is a central simple algebra over 3. Then ‘11 
contains D = (1, II, qJ, uqJ) over 3, where qJ = (dyJ)p, q,u = --uqJ, qJ2 = u. 
Then La is a quaternion algebra direct factor of ‘%, and must be isomorphic to 
%R2 . Thus there exists elements h and TV in R such that (X + pu)(l\ - pu)cr = 1. 
Put 
(A + P‘)(dYJ)” =fYJ 3 (69) 
where f is now in 93, and ( fyJ)” = 1. 
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Write 
fxlf-1 = (fyJx(jy,)-’ = x*, fxly-’ = ( fY&mYJ)-l = XI*, 
and see that 
x*p =x* +n, J*P = XI* + 4 x*xI* = $*X* 
We have also seen that 
and so 
and 
LfY.rlY -Y(.fY,) = (frJlY’ - (YWfiJ) = 0, 
yx* = (x* + l)y, y’(x’)* = (x’* - l)y’, 
x*y’ - y'x* = x'*y -yx’* z.zz 0. 
We are now ready to apply the results of Section 5. Since y(x’ - 
(x’ - x)y andy’(x* - x) = (PC* - x)y’ we have 
x*=x-4 
for an element 4 = $(y, y’) in R(y, y’), We also have 
y’(x’* + x’) - (x’* + x’)y’ = y(x’* + x’) - (XI* + x’)y = 0, (85) 
and so 
XI* = 4’ - x’, 
for 4 = $‘(y, y’) also in R(y, y’). However, if 
p-1 9-l 
$J = #(Y, Y’) = *& ,co YbY’Y” (Y&t in St), 
we may define 
9-l P-l 
(I* = (fY,>wTYJ)” = ,; ,c, t4jYi(Y’Fi* 
But then (fyJ)x*(fiJ)-l = x = x* - +* = x - (4 + $*), and 
(fy,)x’*(frr)-’ = x’ = (# - x’)* = qs* - ($lY - x’). 
Hence 
4* = -4, cb’* =c#J’. 
(70) 
(81) 
(82) 
(83) 
x) = 
(84) 
(86) 
(87) 
638) 
(89) 
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We shah finally use the relation x*x’* = x’*x* of (80). This becomes 
(x - $)(x’ - d’) = xx’ + $4’ - (x9’ + 4x’) = (x’ - f)(x - $) = 
x’x + $4 - (x’+ + c$‘x). Thus x*x’* = x’*x* if and only if 
x4’ - r$‘x = x’$b - c&x’. (90) 
We shall now define two derivations D and D’ on the ring R[y, y’] over A. 
We define them by 
Then 
$x - x$ = #D, 4x’ - x’a,b = a,hD’. (91) 
YD =Y, yD’ = 0, y’D = 0, y’D’ = y’, 
and thus, if 
9-19-l 
ICI = c c 1GuYYY’Y oh in % 
i-0 i-0 
(92) 
(93) 
Thus (90) is equivalent to 
40’ = cfD. (95) 
We are now ready to apply the results of Lemma 2. We first consider the 
algebra (a, y, gg) x R(y’) and see that the fact that x*P = x* + 6 implies 
that 
n=a-(p-+o), (96) 
where 
9-l 9-l 
4 = i,Yo9ijY*Y'~ = tz 4iY" (+i3 in W, (97) 
and so 
[c#$ in R(y)]. (98) 
i-0 
Note that (96) implies that do is in R, a result which is also a consequence 
of (95). We also have -x’* = x’ - 9’ and (x’*)p = (x’*) + 6, so that 
(-x/*)9 = (-x’*) - a = a - [(&,‘)9 - $0’1 + (-XI*), where 
9-l 9-l 
(99) 
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and thus 
P-1 f#j’ =c +ijy”. 
i=O 
Here again we have a relation 
fi = --a + p - Co’. 
It follows that 
2a = (4 + 4’Y - ($0 + 40’19 
where the elements 
do =~tdo) =&l 
are both in R. 
Write 
and 
Then 
2a = 2(0 + o* + (&l + &I” - (4, + &J. 
( 100) 
(101) 
(102) 
(103) 
(106) 
The field $j contains an element x2 = x - i($oo + +io), and 
x p = x9 - s<+, + 4;,jp = * + a - 3(&l + &J* 2 
= x2 + a - Q[(+oo + &Jp - (4, + #Jo>1 = x2 + (0 + op. 
But then we have shown that we can select a canonical generator x of $ 
such that xp - x = a = (19 + O’)p. Also 2(&Y) = ~$0’ = q5’D = 2(&D) and 
so BD’ = PD. It should also be clear that the relations 4* = -4 and 
(4’)” = 4’ imply that O* = -19, (a)* = 8’. We are now ready to state our 
main result. 
THEOREM 1. Let St be a quadratic extension of a field 5 of characteristic p 
and ID, = ($, ys , g) be a cyclic division algebra of degree p over R such that 
the$eld R. = R(gl/P, gl/P) has degree p2 over R and so is isomorphic to the ring 
!R = R[y, y’], where y’ = gg, and (y’)” = g(&l. Then IDo = 9 X R for a 
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division algebra D of degree p over 5 ;f and only if there exists a canonical 
generator x of the cyclic$eld $ cwer R such that 
XP -x = a = (0 + &)p, (107) 
for elements 
l.l-l D-1 p-1 9 
8 = C C 19&(y')j, 8' = C C B;jyi(y')j (e, , e:,I in R) (108) 
i=l j-0 j--l i-o 
in 8 such that 
BD’ = B’D, e* = -e, p* = 8’. W) 
For we have actually shown that the condition Do = D x R implies the 
existence of a generator x of Z$ over R satisfying (107), (108), and (109), 
and that the implication is a direct consequence of the hypothesis that 
9, x a, = (a, y,g#) x ($‘, y’, g/g) has an automorphism d-t d* over Fj 
induced by the mappings x -+ x*, y +y* = y, x’ +x’*, y’ -+y’* = (y’)-1, 
h -+ A* = x for every h of St. Conversely, the conditions (107), (108), and (109) 
imply that, if we define x* = x - 28, x’* = 20’ - x, y* = y, y’* = (y’)-1, 
A* = A, then x*D = x* + 6, (x’*)P = x’* + 5, y*x* - (x* + l)y* = 
Y/*X’* - (x’* + l)y’* = y*&$* - x’*y* = y’*x* - x*y’* = x*x’* _ 
x’*x* = 0. But then the mapping d--t d*, induced by our definitions, is an 
automorphism of D, x Da over 5. It clearly has period two and induces the 
automorphism X + 1 of R over 5. Then R = S(U), where ti = -U, and 
every element k of D, x a, has the form k = k, + k,u fork, = $(k + k*) = 
k,* and k, = i(d - d*)u-l = k, * . Then the set 113, of all elements k = k* 
of Dr x ID, , is a central simple algebra of degree p2 over 3 since, in fact, 
~,x~D,,=~xR.SinceD,~r3),=~D,~x~~wemuthaveB=D,~%& 
where D, is a central division algebra of degreep over 5, Da x R is isomorphic 
to ~,,a and so 2), = D x 52, where a2 is isomorphic to a,, D is a central 
division algebra over 3 as desired. 
The algebra 8 can be computed explicitly. Indeed, let 
z = tx - e), w =xf -et. (110) 
The fact that eD’ = B’D then implies that zw =.wz. It follows immediately 
that 
SD, x 92 = (3, Y,&T> x Pn,Y’~d.a> (111) 
where 3 = s(z) and ?EJ = R(w), yz = (z + l)g, yw = q, y’z = zy’, 
y’w = (w + 1)~‘. Moreover the result in (47) implies that 9 - z = a, = 
a - ep = a - )(a - 6) = *(a + ti), wp - w = a2 = a - (Y)p = 
a - +(a + a) = *(a + d). The algebra (3,y,g& is cyclic over 3. We put 
Wl = w(y’ + y’-l)[y’ - (y’)-y. (112) 
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In the algebra (2&y’, g/g) the norm of w is &(a - E), and the norm of 
(Y’ + Y’-l)[Y’ - (Y’r-ll is its pth power [g(g)-’ + ggl][g@)-1 - gg-l]-l= 
(g2 + g-“)(g” - g”)-‘(g” - f*)-1. Th us the norm of w1 is an element 
a3 = i(a - E)(ga +gz)(g2 --~a)-’ and is in 5. Then it is easy to see that, 
if yl = y’ + y/-l, we have ylwl = (wl + 1)~~ and so wl’ = q + us , where 
a2 is in F, g, = ylP = (g” + ,f”)(g&’ is in 5, and so D1 x 3, = 
(3, y,gg) x (!E$ ,yl, g,) x R. But ID, x ID, = DO2 x !&, . It follows that 
(3,Y,&9 x Pm, ?Yl ,El) = 31 x 1112,) where 9, is a division algebra over 
3, such that R x 3, is isomorphic over R to 3),2. But then 3, = S2 for a 
division algebra 3 of degree p over its center 5, and D, is isomorphic to 
3 x R as desired. 
7. CHANGE OF GENERATORS 
Let us proceed to the derivation of an elementary property regarding a 
change of the generators of a cyclic algebra a = (5, y, g) over RR, where CE 
is a division algebra, 5 = R(x), x* - x = a in R, yx = (X + I)y, y* = g. 
Then R[y] is a field and, if 
4 = 469 = 90 + kv + *-’ + 9&Y’-1 (113) 
for $i in fi and $f$,,, we have already seen that 4x = x4 + +D where 
$D = xf:l i& yi. Then +D . IS a nonsingular element of R(y) and R($) = B(y 
is a field of degree p over R. 
We now let 
x0 = 4wv-‘1~ (114) 
and have 
4” = go = ‘c” $pg’. 
i-0 
(115) 
Then&, =+x+(+D)-l = (x4 + +D)+(+D)-’ = [x##D)-l + I]+ = (x0 + l)$. 
We also know that the algebra fE has a multiplicative norm form N(d) on E 
to R, N(x) = a, N(4) = #“,lV(4D) = (+D)P, so that 
x0” - x0 = u. = a[49(4D)-91. 
We have derived the following result. 
(116) 
LEMMA 5. Let C = (5, y,g) where &5 and y are as above, and + be any 
element of th $eld R(y) not in R. Then E = ($j, , 4, go), where g,, = $9 in 
R, jjo = R(x,)for x0" - x = a, = u[+‘(~D)-~“]. 
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8. A SPECIAL CASE 
We let 5, be the field of p elements, 5 and 7 be independent indeterminates 
over ?j, and take 
R = 5,(5,?1), 5 = 5,(5, v”), g=5+77. (117) 
Then si = s(u) with u = 7. We now construct the cyclic algebra D, = 
03, YS , g), where 
5 = $4, xp-x=a, yx = (x + l)Y, y’ =g. (118) 
Take 
6 = 7y, 8 = y’ + (y/)-l, Y” = gg, y’P =g(f)-1, (119) 
so that 8* = -4, (0’)* = 8’. Then 
ep = ?pgf, B’p = g@-‘) + &q, (120) 
and we define 
a = (0 + ey = (gg)-1[+Qg>2 + g2 + g21. W) 
Since BD’ = WD = 0 we apply Theorem 1 to see that, if R[gl’P, jr/p] is a 
field of degree p2 over si, then D, = D x R for a division algebra D of 
degree p over 3. We first derive the following result. 
LEMMA 6. The ring R[y, y’] is a field of degree p2 over R. 
Our study will lean heavily on degree considerations and the fact that 
the polynomial rings CF, = &,[[, ~71 and E’ = z,[(, ~“1 are unique factorization 
integral domains. Note that g, g, +q are irreducible polynomials of (F since they 
are all linear in 7. Also gg = E2 - v2 and gs + g2 = 2(t2 + q2) are irreducible 
polynomials of (5’. 
We first observe that R(gllp) is a field of degree p over R. For otherwise 
g = /lr for /3 in A. We may then write p = yS-l for y and 6 in (5, g@’ = 
(5 +q)@ = y*. The degree in 7 of every term of yp is divisible by p, and the 
degree in 71 of (6 + 7)P is the degree in 11 of q@ and has the form pa + 1. 
This is impossible and so ~3, = st(g’/*) has degree p over R. If st,(f’/r) does 
not have degree p over Ri then jr/r is in R, g = mp for m = & + &rlP + *a* 
+ &-r(gl~P)r--l in R, , that is, for the pi in R. We then write #Ii = y&l where 
the polynomials y0 , yi ,..., y+r , 6 do not have a nonconstant polynomial 
common factor. But then 
p = (6m)P = yap + y,pg + **- + y;-lgp-? (122) 
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The ring 
cz = 5,[5, T] = i3&w, 5 - ?1 = i = 26 --g 
and we may write 
Yf = i Yd?, 
j-0 
(123) 
(124) 
for Sj and yrj in &,[a and 6, # 0. The constant terms relative to g in 
(21 -dS9 + Yo4) + Y191f + -** + Y;&-l (125) 
yield the equation 
2&?09 = y$ . (126) 
Degree considerations imply that 6, = yoo = 0, 8 has g as a factor, S = S’g, 
y. = yo’g and we obtain 
(25 -g)gW = (Y,‘)pgp + Ylpg + -** + Y;-,- (127) 
IfYl ,-**, yt all have g as a factor we see that gp divides the left member of (119) 
ami yo9 + ylpg + -*- + yr9gt and so divides y&gt + -** + yi-&‘-I. Then 
y&r is divisible by g and so is yt+r . This completes an inductive proof of 
the fact that ys,..., y9-r are all divisible by g contrary to our hypothesis. 
Thus Rr(grlp) = R(gl/p, gl/“) has degree p over RI , degree p2 over R, and 
our proof of the lemma is complete. 
9. THE CYCLICITY CONDITION 
Lemma 2 states that our algebra 3, = (5, y,s , g) is split by a field 
R,, = fi(&/“) if and only if 
(J = hP - x + “c’$&“gi uw 
i-l 
for A, #1 ,..., &r in Rs . Evidently a, g, Q’, XP are all in R. Hence X must be 
in R. But, if we select a so that 3, = 3 x R, then a is cyclic ;f and only if 
there edits an o in 3 such that &, = R(@) spZits 3, . Moreover we may write 
9-19-l 
a = hP - h + C C +,P,gV, 
i-0 j-0 
(129) 
where A and the rpu are all in Ji. 
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It is clear that, in 
We may also write 
our special case, we may always select E in Q = s,[t, 71. 
x = p-1 (130) 
for polynomials p and v of (E such that the elements v& = B,, are in QI, and 
the polynomials TV, v, Oii do not allhave a fdctm in common. Thus( 129) becomes 
We ~QW propose to show that si, = a(f’@) does not split ~~ _ For proof 
we observe first that 
We define 
(132) 
x0 = .qys - 2~z~9)y~1, y. = 2p - y S' (133) 
sothaty,*=21--g=gg; 
xop - x0 = a0 = -agg-l = -g-“[7jp(gg)” + g2 + gz]. (134) 
Sinceyfl = --ys we know that x9 = x+&&)-J and it follows from Lemma 5 
that 9, x R, = (&, , y,, , g), where $,, = %(x,J. We use this new generation 
of D x R, to see that b is split by R,, if and only if 
w(BaE + g2 + g2P + [( pp - pv”-1) + “c” y o;4s’g”] gz = 0 (135) 
is1 j-0 
for v, t.~, Bij in E and not all having a polynomial nonconstant factor in common. 
But (135) implies that g divides 
gyvp + p - pv”-1) (136) 
and hence divides VP + ~9 - g~~-~. Let a3 now use the fact that Q = &Jf3 j] 
write p = CL, ~2, v = r:-, vigi for pi and Y, in &,[E]. Then our divisibility 
property implies that 
PO 
P- PO 0 VP---l + vo’ = 0. (137) 
We now write flP =&&?, Ye =x4 3-ovor[’ for J+ and v,~ in 3,. In particular 
we clearly see that (137) implies that &, - ~oov~l + u& = O = P~,, - 
p&&p + IJgJ . If ‘$0 # 0, then vgT;;’ = 1 and so poo - pooo f v,,,, = voo = 0, 
a contradiction. Hence vo,, = 0 = poo . Then p. = &Of and v. = .$o’ and 
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(137) becomes (&’ - CL,, v0 ’ ‘P-’ + vz)t” = 0 and we are led to an equation 
of the same form as (137) but with degrees reduced by one. This clearly 
implies that p,, = v,, = 0, and so 2 divides both /.L and v. This yields 
[qr(g# + g2 + g2]vP + /1P - @-l G 0 (modgp) and so 
(138) 
We have already used the fact that 
CJz = SPK, 71 = %I[& 21 = 5PK 81, (139) 
a consequence of the fact that g = f + 7. We now derive the following result. 
LEMMA 7. Let p = p,,” + plpS + *** + p~-l~P-lforpolynomiakipi in ps. Then 
1 divides p if and only if 1 divides p0 , p1 ,..., pDwl . 
For we write pi = C~~,-,pij.$ ss pi0 (mod&, where the pij are all in &,[a. 
Then p = 0 (modg) if and only if 
The degree in t of every term of p$e has the form psi + i where 0 < i < p, 
and so u = 0 only if every pi0 = 0, g divides every pi . 
As a consequence we have the following result. 
LEMMA 8. Let p = pop + plpg + a** + pi&-l 3 0 (modg), for pi in E. 
Then g divides every pi . If p = pop + plpg + a** + p:p-l E 0 (modg) for 
pi in 0% Then g divides every pi . 
For we observe that g = 25‘ - g and so gi = (2.5)i (mod!) and p = 
Crii (Zipi)“5i (mod g) and our result follows from Lemma 7. The second 
result is obtained by taking conjugates. 
We are now ready to derive our contradiction. We observe that (138) 
implies that CyI: ti;p = 0 (mod 2). By Lemma 7 every ~9,~ SE0 (mod 2) and 
CEi 19$? = 0 (modgp). If every 8, E 0 (mod& for i = l,...,s and 
i=O,l,...,p-l,then~~~,~~~~0~~~~=O(rnodg)p,andifl <s<p-I 
we obtain CTli O;+p+l,jfj z 0 (modg), and so every O,+,.j = 0 (modg). This 
completes an inductive proof of the fact that every e,, = 0 (mod g). But 
then II, V, and all 0, have g as a factor contrary to hypothesis. 
We have derived the following result. 
THEOREM 2. Let a = [+‘(gf)2 + g2 + f2](g&l and D, = (a, y, g) over 53, 
where $ = R(x), XI, - x = a. Then 3, is a division algebra, and % = st(fl/“) 
does not split 9,, . 
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10. THE NON-NORMALITY OF jj 
We know already that if 8 is a normal field over 3, the algebra 3 defined 
by D, = 3 x R = (fi, ys , g) is cyclic, Let us then show that 5 is not normal 
over 5 in our special case. 
Let us show first that II),, contains no element xi such that x19 - x1 = 
a, = -or, andysx, = (xi + l)ys . We have already seen that x, = x - $ for 
# in R[y,], and that 
9-l 
a1 = [?"(gg)" + g2 + g"l(g&l - (hP - A) - c &"g'. (141) 
i=l 
Then a, = -or, if and only if 
P-1 
2(g2 + g”)(gg)-’ = (A + A)’ - (A + A) + C (#ipgi + $$I’)* (142) 
i-1 
The element &(A + A) is in 5 and we can write 
&(A + A) = y-l, I = ei Y (143) 
for elements p and v in g,[t, $1, Bi in s,[.$, q]. Indeed, & = &‘#il for 
A’ and # in 5,[5, ~3, (~o$o)p(~ip~i + $ipF> = bhb’P~i + M&‘)9P has 
coefficients in &[t, 71. Thus v can be chosen to be divisible by &$, and 
Bi is in &,[e, 71. We may clearly select p and v so that t.~, v, 8r ,..., 8,-r have 
no nonconstant factor in common. Thus we obtain 
(g” +2”)v” = [(P’ - tLv’-‘1 +9g (Vgi +e,yq g&T. W) 
It follows immediately that gg divides VP and hence v, v = v’gg for v’ in 
59[5, ~~1. Thus 
9-l 
(g” + f2)V’p(gg)“-1 = bp - f.C(V’)p-l(g~)p--l] + C (8ipgi + Bg9g’)- (145) 
i-l 
But then 
9-l 
/LP + C Bi’pgi s 0 (modg). 
i-1 
(146) 
By Lemma 8 we see that g divides p, 8, ,..., 8,-i . Similarly, g divides CL, 
6 1 ,..., epP1 and we write p = p’gg, Bi = ei’g for p’ in &,[[, ?a] and Bi’ in 
&[5,rJ. Then (145) becomes 
9-l 
(g" + g2)v'"(gJ)"-l = (/A'* - p v ’ ‘9-l)(gg)’ + c (e’ipgy + QJgigP). (147) 
i=l 
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Then (gg)r-1 divides Cys,’ (8irgigr + &gtgp) and it follows that gp-l 
divides ET:,” O:rgi. The fact that gp-l divides CTsz @gi then implies easily 
that g divides 0; for i = l,...,p - 2 and so we write Bi’ = Q for Bi’ in 
&,[,$, 71 and i = I,..., p - 2. Then 8%’ = @ for i = I,..., p - 2. But then 
gp+%‘p - (8~i)PgP is divisible by g and so is gv’p - tJ& . By Lemma 8 we 
know that Bs-r and v’ are both divisible by g. This contradicts our hypothesis 
and our proof is complete. We state this result as follows. 
THEOREM 3. Let 3, be the algebra (ai, ys , g) of our special case. Then 
there exists no element x1 in D, such that ySx, = (x1 + 1)~s , xlp - x1 = 
a, = --cl . In particular, there is no element x1 in $5 with this property. 
There remains the case where &r = a, . In this case we are able only to 
show that gj contains no such element x1 . For we can restrict our attention 
to the case that x1 = x - h for /\ in R, xrp - x1 = x* - hP - (x - A) = 
a, = a - (hp - A). Suppose then that 
[qygg)2+ g2+ gzl(gg)-l - (AP - A> = [ -q(gg)2 + g2 + g21(gg)-’ - (JP - 3, 
a result equivalent to 
(148) 
27y(gg) = (A - X)P - (A - 1). ( 149) 
We may now write 
h - x = 277/W-l WY 
for p and v in $J,[[, ~“1 and having no nonconstant factor in common. Thus we 
have 
qvgg = (7p)P - 7jyLvp-1. 
If v has a prime factor distinct from r) this factor divides (qp)P and must 
divide p contrary to hypothesis. Hence v = kqr for k # 0 in 5, and r > 0. 
If r = 0 then 7f’kgg = $‘pP - 7~. The degree in 77 of the left member is 
p + 2 and the degree in 7 of the right member is p(s + 1) where s is the 
degree of CL. This is impossible. If r = 1 then g&pk = PP - EL. Our degree 
consideration then implies that this is impossible. Hence r > 1 and 
kgglgrlc~=y~-~~7(p-1)+1-~wherer(p-1)-(p-1)=(r-l)(p-1)>0. 
But then rf divides p and we obtain a contradiction. We have derived the 
following result. 
THEOREM 4. In our special case thejeld $j is not normal over 3. 
Let us observe that if D, contains an element xi such thatysxl = (xi + 1)~s 
and zip - x1 = a, = fil then & = R(x,) = 8(x,) x St. It follows imme- 
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diately that Q, = (& ,yT ,g), 21d = (4j,, y,gg). Thus 3, contains an 
element x1 of our type only if Sy(g#~) splits ~~2. But we have already seen 
that Q, x D,, = (3,y,gg) x (‘la, y’, g/g) and so Jt((gg)l’*) splits a, if and 
only if 5X( (gg)l/“) splits (9.3, y’, g/g). S ince one of the cases in a possible proof 
that our algebra D is not cyclic is a study of the case where E = gj, it will 
be a part of a program hopefully designed to prove that property for II = 5. 
